
denial
[dıʹnaı(ə)l] n

1. 1) отрицание, опровержение; возражение; отклонение, отвод
sweeping denial - огульное отрицание
denial of facts - отрицаниефактов
to make a (formal) denial of a statement, to give a (formal) denial to a statement - (официально) опровергнуть /отклонить/
утверждение, опубликовать (официальное) опровержение утверждения
to issue a flat /strong/ denial - опубликовать категорическое опровержение
to meet the charge with a flat denial - отмести /решительно отвести/ обвинение

2) юр. отрицаниевиновности; отрицаниепричастности к преступлению; отказ сознаться (в чём-л. )
denial of a fault /of one's guilt/ - отрицаниевины /виновности/
denial of responsibility - отрицаниеответственности(за что-л. )

2. 1) отказ, несогласие
denial of smb.'s request - отказ выполнить чью-л. просьбу
the denial of a favour- отказ оказать услугу
to take no denial - не принимать отказа
I will take no denial - ≅ и слушать /и слышать/ не хочу

2) отказ, лишение:
denial of passports - отказ в выдаче паспортов

3. отречение
the denial of one's family - отречение от семьи
denial of a faith - отречение от веры
Peter's denial - рел. отречение (апостола) Петра

4. самоотречение, самоограничение
5. запрещение

denial of penetration - запрещение полётов (над своей территорией)

Apresyan (En-Ru)

denial
de·nial AW [denial denials ] BrE [dɪˈnaɪəl] NAmE [dɪˈnaɪəl] noun
1. countable ~ (of sth/that…) a statement that says sth is not true or does not exist

• the prisoner's repeated denials of the charges against him
• The terrorists issued a denial of responsibility for the attack.
• an official denial that there would be an election before the end of the year
2. countable, uncountable (a) ~ of sth a refusal to allow sb to havesth they havea right to expect

• the denial of basic human rights
• The advertising ban is a denial of freedom of speech.
3. uncountable (psychology) a refusal to accept that sth unpleasant or painful is true

• The patient is still in denial .
 
Thesaurus:
denial noun C, U
• The minister issued a denial of any official involvement.
formal disclaimer • • rebuttal • • refutation • • retraction •
Opp: claim

a denial/disclaimer/rebuttal/refutation/retraction of sth
a firm denial/rebuttal/refutation
issue/publish a denial/disclaimer/rebuttal/retraction

 
Example Bank:

• His question was greeted with a chorus of denials.
• Jeffersonmade no denial of his actions on that night.
• Some people are in denial about the situation.
• The chairman of the company issued a denial of the allegations.
• The document contains an explicit denial that the company eversold arms.
• When I asked if she had cheated in the exam, she answered with a vehement denial.
• a denial from senior officials
• Pressure groups have drawn attention to the denial of human rights in some areas.
• There was an official denial that there would be an election before the end of the year.
• This advertising ban is a denial of freedom of speech.
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denial
de ni al AC /dɪˈnaɪəl/ BrE AmE noun

[Word Family: verb: ↑deny; noun: ↑denial; adverb: ↑undeniably; adjective: ↑undeniable]

1. [uncountable and countable] a statement saying that something is not true ⇨ deny
denial of

The government issued an official denial of the rumour.
denial that

denials that border security had not been strict enough
2. [uncountable] when someone refuses to allow someone else to haveor to do something
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denial of
protests against the denial of human rights

3. [uncountable] a condition in which you refuse to admit or believe that something bad exists or has happened
in denial

His girlfriend is in denial, and refuses to admit that he will soon die.
• • •

COLLOCATIONS
■adjectives

▪ a strong denial When the accusation was made, it met with a strong denial.
▪ a vehement /vigorous denial (=very strong) The report led to vehement denials from the minister involved.
▪ a categorical denial (=saying very definitely that something is not true) Her categorical denial conflicted with the evidence.
▪ an angry denial There were angry denials of corruption in the police force.
▪ an official denial The Army has consistently issued official denials of involvement.
▪ a public denial He refused to make any public denial.
■verbs

▪ issue a denial (=deny something publicly or officially) Immediately the government issued a denial of the rumours.
▪ make a denial (=deny something) He made no public denial of the allegations against him.
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